RNA Movies is a system for the visualization of RNA secondary structure spaces. Its input is a script consisting of primary and secondary structure information. From this script, the system generates animated graphical structure representations. In this way, it creates the impression of an RNA molecule exploring its own 2D structure space. RNA Movies has been used to generate animations of a switching structure in the spliced leader RNA of L. collosoma and sequential foldings of PSTV transcripts.
Purpose
Finding the secondary structure of an RNA molecule is an important step towards understanding its function in many cases, as the 2D folding constrains the set of possible tertiary structures [1] . While the computed minimum free energy structure structure (mfe) can certainly often provide clues as to what the correct structure might be, it is not the answer to all questions and must generally be used with caution. Over the last years the RNA folding programs have been modified (Mfold and RNAfold, in slightly different ways) to enumerate suboptimal structures [2] . The equilibrium partition function of McCaskill evaluates base pair probabilities, and allows the study of structures composed of highly probable substructures in various ways [3] . According to the estimates given in [4] , the number of (suboptimal) structures grows exponentially with sequence length. Sampling the sequence space will yield a large number of alternative structures, which must be evaluated. This is where new visualization techniques are required. Known representations are static and suited to visualize secondary structures individually. Structure animation displays structures together with a (graphically) smooth transition between them. 
Structure Space and Script Generation
Some terminology is required to explain the overall workings of RNA Movies. Let X denote the set of all RNA sequences, which are strings over the alphabet fA;C; G; Ug. For x 2 X, S(x) denotes the set of all secondary structures compatible with x, i. e. base pairs indicated by s 2 S(x) correspond to residues in x that actually match according to the generally accepted set of pairing rules. mfe(x) 2 S(x) denotes the mfe-structure of x.
For X X, a structure space SX is an X-indexed family of structure sets such that ; 6 = Sx S(x). A subspace S 0 X 0 of SX has X 0 X and S 0 x Sx. A structure space may contain many structures for the same sequence, just one structure for each of many sequences, as well as a combination of both.
A script for a structure space SX is a list of sequencestructure pairs (x1 ; s1); (x2; s2); :::] such that s 2 Sx implies (x; s) = (xi; si) for some i. Note that the script must enumerate the complete sequence space, and may contain repetitions. An aligned script is obtained when for each entry (xi+1 ; si+1) a partial mapping i from the residues of xi to those of xi+1 is specified. In the animation, the alignment determines that residue xi;j moves into x i+1; i (j) .
A special case of an aligned script is an anchored script: Here, a residue pair (m, n) is specified, indicating the alignment i(m + j) = n + j for all suitable i and j. Both our examples are scripts anchored at (1; 1).
A (structure) space generator is a program that generates some SX from X; a (structure space) filter is a program that maps SX onto a subset of itself. Finally, a script generator is a program that generates an aligned script for a structure space. Figure 1 depicts the overall structure of RNA Movies. The formal separation into space generators, filters and script generators is motivated by our wish to encourage modularity and reuse of existing components. A generator will typically use an RNA folding routine, which can only be argued into creating a larger space than we actually want to see. Filters are responsible to restrict the generated space. The script generator takes responsibility to arrange the structure space in some meaningful order, such that the resulting movie can be given an intuitive interpretation. 
Script Visualization
The display module uses the well established metaphors of multimedia presentation, displaying the secondary structure animation as a movieplayer shown in Figure 2 . It uses play, forward, backward and pause buttons to guide the animation process and displays the progress in a scrollbar that can also be used to move directly to a certain part of the script. The display of nucleotide abbreviations, nucleotide numbering and base pair type can be toggled in an options menu. Zooming, placement and rotation values for the viewport are automatically chosen to display the largest structure contained in the script. They can be changed interactively at any time, also during the running animation.
A status bar at the bottom of the animation window gives feedback, for instance of error conditions encountered during script parsing.
Applications

Conformational Switching
The spliced leader RNA of Leptomonas collosoma exhibits two competing structures of similar free energy. These forms can switch by binding complementary oligonucleotides at sites not involved in secondary structure formation, thus favoring one conformation over the other. The activation energy needed to perform the conformational change is much lower than the energy associated with a complete dissociation of all helices involved. Therefore an alternative kinetic pathway not including the fully melted intermediate must occur [5] . A heuristic was developed that searches for the precise sequence of intermediate structures participating in the switching process [6] . Used as a script for RNA Movies, the dynamics of structural change become obvious. tic. Naturally, the script is anchored at residues (1,1).
Sequential Folding
It has been shown that intermediates of the potato spindle tuber viroid (PSTVd) fold into metastable configurations during replication [7] . A sequential folding algorithm based on "Simulated Annealing" was used to produce data for the PSTVd taking into account thermodynamic and kinetic parameters as well as RNA polymerase elongation rates [8] .
Given the primary RNA sequence p, we obtain the script (pi; si)j1 i jpj], where pi is the i-th prefix of p, and si is the structure calculated for it by simulated annealing.
The script is anchored at residues (1,1). The RNA movie generated from these data clearly visualizes those stages where metastable substructures are formed and resolved during transcription.
